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Abstract. We present an extension of Mourre's method for proving absence of singularly
continuous spectrum of a self-adjoint operator H. We specify a large class of locally H-smooth
operators and apply these results to N-body Schrödinger operators.

1. Introduction

Let H be a self-adjoint operator in a Hilbert space $f and E(-) its spectral
measure. Mourre's method for determining the principal spectral properties of H
consists essentially of two points [1], [2]:

(i) find a self-adjoint operator A that is locally conjugate to H modulo a

compact operator, more precisely such that, for suitable intervals /:
E(J)[iH, A]E(J) ^ aE(J) + K,

where a > 0 and K are a real constant and a compact operator respectively
(depending on J);

(ii) replace the imaginary part of z in the resolvent (H - z)_1 by (Imz +
Ne), where Ne is a certain self-adjoint operator (having the same sign as Imz)
constructed from the commutator [H, A] and depending on a parameter
e e (0, 1), with Ne —» 0 as e—> 0; then show that, for a suitable operator L, there is

a differential inequality (as a function of e) for the norm of L(H — A + i(p +
N^^L* in such a way that the coefficients of this differential inequality are
independent of A and p for A in a suitable subinterval J0 of J and p 5= 0. If these
coefficients are not too singular as functions of e near e 0, one obtains after
integration that

sup{\\L(H-k + i(p + Ne))-lL*\\\ee(0,l),XeJo,p^0}<«>, (l)

*) Partially supported by the Swiss National Science Foundation and by C.N.R.S-France.
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which implies local //-smoothness of L and hence the absolute continuity of the
spectrum of H in /0-

Part (ii) requires various technical assumptions on the domains of A, H and
their commutators, in particular an assumption on the double commutator
[[//, A], A] which, in the applications to Schrödinger operators for example,
entails a certain restriction on the potentials (see e.g. Remark 3 on page 523 of
[2]). In trying to understand the origin of this restriction, we found that it can be
by-passed by using more carefully the ideas of part (ii) of Mourre's arguments. In
fact the derivation of (1) would go through if the coefficients appearing in
Mourre's differential inequality were replaced by more singular functions of e,
and this extra freedom can be exploited by choosing auxiliary operators Ne

different from those used by Mourre and subsequent authors.
There are various possibilities for generalizing the operators Ne used

previously. We shall here present in detail the case where Ne is constructed from
[//(e), A] rather than from [H, A], where H(e) is a suitable approximation of H.
In applications to Schrödinger operators this allows one to dispense with the
restriction on the potentials mentioned above and, for example, to recover
essentially Lavine's smoothness result [3] by the Mourre method; in this case

//(e) is obtained by introducing an e-dependent cut-off on the potentials.
The organization of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 we introduce the

general mathematical framework. In Section 3 we present a simple proof of the
virial theorem and its implications for the point spectrum of H. In Section 4 we
give the generalized form of part (ii) of Mourre's argument. In Section 5 we
construct a large class of operators L that are locally //-smooth, and in Section 6

we give some applications to TV-body Schrödinger operators. In order to limit the
length of the paper, some of the proofs will be indicated only at a formal level;
detailed and rigorous arguments may be found in [4]. For an extensive
bibliography we refer to [5].

2. General framework

Our basic objects are a self-adjoint operator H in a complex separable
Hilbert space 3€ and a strongly continuous one-parameter group {W(a)}aeR of
unitary operators leaving the domain of H invariant.

In the present section we introduce some additional quantities that can be
defined in terms of "X, H and {W(ctr)}, and we specify our notations. We denote
by (•, •) and ||-|| the scalar product and the norm in ^respectively. We let ^1 be
the domain of H, provided with the norm

11/11, \\(I+\H\)f\\,
where / is the identity operator. We observe that the above norm is equivalent to
the graph norm (||/||2+ ||///||2)"2. For s e [0, 1], we denote by W the interpolation

space between ^° 36 and 'S1 ; W coincides with the domain of the operator
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(I + \H\)S in dK and is provided with the norm

W + \H\ff\\
(see e.g. [6], p. 44). We denote by «_s («*)* the adjoint Hilbert space of W
(the vector space of all anti-linear continuous mappings from W to C, provided
with the usual dual norm). We shall always identify X* (^0)* with X^'S0
through the Riesz lemma, and we then have

<SS c <S* cz X cz »-' c «_s for any l^s^t^O,
with continuous and dense inclusions. We use the notation {£(•)} for the spectral
measure of H.

Since each W(a) is assumed to leave 'S1 invariant, it follows by interpolation
that each W (0=Ss « 1) is invariant under {W(a)}aeR, and that the restriction of
{W(a)}aeR to W defines a strongly continuous (with respect to \\-\\s) one-
parameter group in W (the strong continuity is implied by the weak measurability
([7], Section 10.2) and the latter is easy to prove from the strong continuity in "X).

By taking the adjoints of these one-parameter groups, one sees that {W(a)}aER
extends from X to a strongly continuous one-parameter group in 'S'* for each
^ e [0, 1].

The generator A, of the group {W(a)}aeR in 'S' (-lsìf=sl) is a closed
densely defined operator (see [7], Section 10.3), and A0 is self-adjoint. Formally
we have W(a) exp (icxA,). We set % D(Al) and provide it with the graph
norm

l«-(ll/llï+Pi/lli)
Clearly

where the image of each embedding is dense in the respective space. The
restriction of {W(a)}aeU to % defines a strongly continuous one-parameter group
in %. We denote by A the operator Ax considered as defined on % with values in
'S1; hence A is a bounded operator from % to 'S1.

If 9\, 9^2 are Hilbert spaces, we denote by Sö(^, 3P2) the Banach space of all
linear continuous operators from ^ to cF2- We set ®1(SF) .%(!¥, SF) and we
denote by ||-|| and \\-\\SiS, the norm in 38(#?) and in 0l(W, W) respectively. An
operator T e Ö8(^, SF*) is said to be symmetric if (/, Tg) {g, Tf) for all

f,ge&, where (•, •) : 9 x 9*^C is defined by (/, cp) <p(/), f e 9, epe 9*.
All operators that we shall consider will be well defined as elements of

®(%, %*). If T is an operator in ®(W, <§') for some s,te[-l, 1], then its
restriction to % clearly belongs to Sk(%, %*). On the other hand, if an operator S

in â§(g", %*) has an extension to a bounded operator from <SS to 'S' for example,
then we say that 5 e %CSS, 'S') and use the same symbol 5 for this extension.

If T-.W^'S'' is symmetric and continuous, with s^t^O, then its adjoint
T* is in ®(<S', 'S'5). Since T* coincides with T on'S* cz 'S', it follows that T has

an extension to an operator in SßCS', 'S'"); hence (with the convention made
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above) one has T e ®(<S', 'S'*) and

imu^iinir.-^imu, (2)

Similarly the symmetric bounded operator A from % to 'S1 introduced before
extends to a bounded operator (also denoted by A) from ('S1)* 'S'1 to «?*; in
other terms A e «(«, »') n 3B(«-1, »*). In particular, if 5 e »(81, »-1), then
the commutator [j4, S] is well defined in %(%, %*). Also there is no need to make

any distinction between the operators A, and A.
Finally we observe that, if 6 is a bounded function of compact support, then

0(H) e SkCS*, 'S') for any s, t e [-1, 1]. In particular, if / is a bounded set, then
£(/)e3B(9_1, 'S1).

3. The virial theorem. The point spectrum

We begin with an auxiliary result and then prove the virial theorem.

Proposition 1. Let Te<%(<S\ 'S'1) and -l^t^s^+1. For or e IR, define
Ta W(a)TW(-a). Assume that [A, T] e ®(W, 'S'). Then

(a) One has for any a, ß eU:

Ta-Tß -i I W(x)[A, T]W(-x) dx, (3)
•la

where the right-hand side is defined as a strong integral in $&CSS, 'S').
(b) The following relation holds, as a strong limit in ^(W, 'S'):

[A, T] lim -ia~1[W(a), 71. (4)
a->0

(c) In particular, if s +1 and t —l, Ta is strongly continuously
differentiable with respect to a in ®(<&l, 'S'1), and dTa/da\a=n i[A, T].

Proof. We indicate only a formal proof, (a) is formally clear, it suffices to
integrate dTT/dx over [ar, ß] and to observe that the derivative makes sense in
Sk(%, %*). (b) is then easy to derive by using the result of (a) with ß 0 and the
fact that W(a)—*I as a—>0 strongly in W:

[A, T] lim [A, T)W(a) lim - f dxW(x)[A, T]W(-x)W(a)

lim — {W(a)TW(-a) - T)W(a)
a—(UCV

lim— [W(a), T],
a^oia

where all limits are in ®(W, 'S'). ¦
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Proposition 2 (Virial Theorem). Let H be a self-adjoint operator in X with
domain 'S1, and assume that B i[H, A] belongs to &C&1, 'S'1). Let f e 'S1 be an
eigenvector of H (i.e. Hf Xf for some A e IR). Then {f, Bf) 0.

Proof. For or e IR, set fa W(a)f and Ha W(a)HW(-a). Then HJa
kfa, so that (for a*0):

(/, a'\Ha - H)fa) (f, a-\X - H)fa) cc'1^, (A - //)/) 0.

Since Ha is a symmetric operator in Sk^S1, 'S"1), this implies that

(fa,(a)'\Ha-H)f)=0 Var#0.

Now, as a—»0, fa—>f strongly in 'S1 and a'l[Ha - H]f'-* -Bf strongly in (S~i by
Proposition 1(c). ¦

Proposition 3. Let H be as in Proposition 2 and assume that B i[H, A]
belongs to 9&C31, 'S'1). Let J be a bounded Borei set in M and assume that there

are a number a e (0, °°) and a compact operator K in X such that (as an operator
inequality in W):

E(J)BE(J) > aE(J) + K. (5)

Then H has at most a finite number of eigenvalues in J, and each of these

eigenvalues is of finite multiplicity.

Proof, (i) If /is an eigenvector of H with associated eigenvalue in / and such
that ||/|| 1, then (since £(/)/=/) the hypothesis (5) implies together with
Proposition 2 that (/, Kf) =£ -a < 0.

(ii) Now assume that there is an infinite orthonormal sequence {/„} of
eigenvectors of H with associated eigenvalues {A„} in /. Then (/„, Kfn)—*0 as

n—»c°( since {/„} converges weakly to zero in X and K is compact. This
contradicts the fact that (/„, Kf„) « -a < 0 for each n. ¦
4. Absence of singularly continuous spectrum

The purpose of this section is to prove the following theorem:

Proposition 4. Let H be a self-adjoint operator in W with domain 'S1. Set
B i[H, A] and let J be a bounded interval. Assume that

(a) B € SJ&CS1, 'S'1) and that the Mourre estimate (5) is satisfied for some
a e (0, œ) and some compact operator K in ffl,

(ß) there is a family {//(e)}0sesl of symmetric operators belonging to
mCS1, X) such that

(ßi) the mapping [0, 1] 9 e>-»//(e) e 3&C&1, X) is strongly continuous, and
H(0) H,

(ß2) for each e e (0, 1], the operator Be /[//(e), A] belongs to ®CS\ 'S'1'2),
is strongly continuously differentiable as a Sß^S1, 'S'^-valued function of e on
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(0, 1), and there are constants C < °c and Ó > 0 such that

«Ce"1+Ó, (6)-Bde

(ß3) for each e e (0, 1] one has [B8, A] e SßCS1, 'S ') and, for some constants
C < œ and ô > 0:

||[B„i4]||i.-i*Ce-l+a. (7)

Then H has no singularly continuous spectrum, and the number of eigenvalues of
H in J (multiplicities counted) is finite.

Proof. The finiteness of the number of eigenvalues in / has been established
in Proposition 3. To prove the absence of singularly continuous spectrum, it
suffices to show that each A0 e / which is not an eigenvalue of H has a

neighbourhood which does not contain any singularly continuous spectrum. To do
this, we shall show in the remainder of this section that the hypotheses of the
proposition imply that each A0 as above has a neighbourhood /0 such that

sup \\(i+Aiyi(H-x+ipri(i+Airi\\<co. (8)

In fact the validity of (8) is a special case of the much more general Proposition 5

(take Le (I + A2)'1 and observe that (33) is satisfied with v 0, since the
restriction of A : 'S'1—* %* to D(A0), the domain of A0 in 3€, coincides with A()).
Now (8) implies that (/ + A^)~1E(JQ) is an //-smooth operator, so that the range
of E(J0)(I + Al)'1 is contained in the absolutely continuous subspace of H (see
[8], Theorems XIII.30 and XIII.23). Since the range of £(/„)(/+ /4?,)-1 is dense
in E(J0)tW, it follows that the spectrum of H in /0 is purely absolutely continuous. ¦

In the lemma below we give some consequences of the hypotheses of
Proposition 4. These hypotheses are assumed to be satisfied throughout this
section.

Lemma 1. (a) We have B e »(«', 'S'1'2) and

llß-ß.lli.-i/z^CO-'e0 (9)

(b) // A0e/ is not eigenvalue of H, there exists an open interval Jü, a number
e,, e (0, 1) and a function cpeCo(U) such that XQeJ0, cp(X) l for all Ae/„,
0 =s cp(k) ^ 1 for all XeU and

cp(H)BEcp(H) 3* (a/2)cp(H)2 Ve e (0, e,). (10)

(c) // cp is the function determined in (b), set

<P=cp(H), <t.± l-<D (11)
and, for e e (0, e{):

NE (2e/fl)d>ß£0. (12)
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Then (for some constant c < oo):

K » e*2, (13)

\\Ne\\^ce, (14)

and there is eoe(0, e,) such that for all e £ (0, £0), all Ae/(l> all p^O and all

\\[H - A ± i(Ne + p)]f\\ s* ((e2/16) + ^2)"2 H/11. (15)

Proof, (a) As a consequence of (6), {Be} is Cauchy in ®(<Sl, «_1/2) as e^O.
But the limit of this Cauchy sequence is just 5, because Be—>B in 3Ö(«?, «?*) as

e->0by(/5,).
(b) Let {/„}^=i be a sequence of open subintervals of / such that Jn+lczJn

for all n and CX=iJ„ — {XQ}. Since A0 is not an eigenvalue of H, we have
s-lim E(Jn) 0 as rt-»°o, hence (since K is compact) lim \\E(Jn)KE(Jn)\\ =0. We
fix n such that \\E(J„)KE(Jn)\\<a/4 and observe that \\E(J„)(Be - B)E(Jn)\\-+0
as £—»0 by (a). We choose e, such that this last norm is less than a/4 for all
e e (0, Ei) and then have for these values of e(pre- and post-multiply (5) by E(Jn)
and observe that E(J„)E(J) E(Jn)):

E(Jn)BeE(Jn) E(J„)(Be - B)E(J„) + E(Jn)BE(Jn)
3= -a/4 + aE(Jn) + E(Jn)KE(J„) 3= -a/2 + aE(J„). (16)

Now it suffices to take for /„ any subinterval of /„ containing A() such that the
closure of/0 is contained in /„, and then to choose cp with the required properties
such that supp<pc/„. (10) then follows upon pre- and post-multiplying (16) by
cp(H), since cp(H)E(J„) cp(H) if cp is as indicated above.

(c) The inequality (13) follows immediately from (10) and (12), and (14)
holds with

c (2/a)\\cp(H)Bcp(H)\\+{\\cp(H)\\2,

because \\E(J„)(B - Be)E(J„)\\ < a/4 if e < e,. To prove (15), we first notice that
for / e D(H) and p 5=0:

\\[H - A ± i(NE + p)]f\\2 ||(if - A ± iNt.)f\\2 + li2 ll/ll2 + 2p(f, NJ)
>\\(H-X±iNe)f\\2 + p2\\f\\2, (17)

since Ne 3=0 by (13). On the other hand we have, by using again (13):

e||/||2«2e||<P/||2 + 2£||<lA/||2

« 2e ||<I>/||2 + 2 Re (/, [T i(H - A) + Ne - e<&2]/) + 2e ||4A/||2

^ 2 H/ll \\(H - A ± iNYfW + 2e ||/|| ||<DX/II- (18)

Furthermore, since

Rr^sup||(//-A)-1<D-L||<oo)
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we have by (14)

ll^/ll \\{H - A)-'<îA(/f - A ± iNe)f T i(H - Xy^NJW
^k||(//-A±*W£)/|| + £Kc||/||. (19)

By choosing e0 £ (0, ex) so small that 2e0Jc < 1 and e0kc < 1/8, we find from (19)
and (18) that

e||/||«3||(//-A±*7V£)/|| + e/4||/||.

This, together with (17), leads to (15). ¦
In what follows, we always let J0, e„, <I> and Ne be the objects defined in

Lemma 1. In the next lemma we study the commutators of O and NE with A.

Lemma 2. (a) The operator [(// + i)'1, A] belongs to ®(X, 'S112) n
®(<S-112, W).

(b) The operator [<D, A] belongs to MCS'1'2, 'S1'2).

(c) The operator [Ne, A] belongs to 38(<§~1/2, 'S112) and is given by

[Ne, A] 2e/fl{[<&, A]BE4> + <DßE[<&, ,4] + <D[ß£, A]®}. (20)

Proof, (i) The relation

[eiH\ A] f
Jo

eiHsBeiH(,-s) ds

implies together with Lemma 1(a) that [exp (iHt), A] e SUCS1, 'S'112) and

\\\eiH',A\\Y_xl2^\\B\Y_y2\t\.

Now let t/>:IR-»C be such that (1 + \t\)ty(t) e L\U; dt), where \p denotes the
Fourier transform of tp. Then

[ip(H), A] (2n)'112 \ [eiH>, A]x}(t) dt,

so that [ip(H), A] e &(&, 'S'112).

(ii) The following relation is formally evident:

[(// + i)-\ A] i(H + i)-'B(H + i)"1. (21)

It can be rigorously justified by the methods of (i) by noticing that the Fourier
transform of ip(X) (A + i)'1 is \j>(t) —i(2n)1/2 exp (—0X[o,*](f)> where Xa is the
characteristic function of Q. The operator on the r.h.s. of (21) is bounded from X
to 'S112 and from 'S'112 to X, since (H + i)'1 is bounded from <SS to ^î+1 and
B e ®(<S\ <S-112) n mCS112, 'S'1) by Lemma 1(a) and (2). This proves (a),

(iii) Next, let d e CÔ(U) and define xp by xp(X) (X + i)2d(X). Then

[6(H), A] [(// + i)->(H)(H + i)-\ A]

[(// + i)'1, A]ip(H)(H + i)'1 + (H + i)_1[V(#)> A](H + i)'1
+ (H + i)-1y(H)[(H + i)'1,A]. (22)
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By (a) and the result of (i), each term on the r.h.s. is bounded from X to 'S1'2.

Hence [6(H), A] e &(%, 'S1'2) for each 0 e CJ(R). By using this fact (for y(H))
together with (a) in (22), one sees that [6(H), A] e 38(«~1/2, 'S1'2). In particular
we have (b).

(iv) The identity (20) is formally evident, since Ne 2ea_1«I>ße<&. Each term
on the r.h.s. of (20) is in ^CS'1'2, 'S1'2), since <I> e 8(S_1, 'S1), Be e ®YSX, 'S'1'2) n
^CS1'2, 'S'1), [Be, A] e WCS1, 'S'1) by hypothesis and [<D, A] e ®CS'V2, 'S1'2).

(A rigorous proof of (20) can be obtained by writing [NS,A]
iima^u(-ia)'1[W(a), Ne] in ®(%, %*), expanding [W(a), <&Be<S>] into a sum of
three terms and using Proposition 1(b), cf. [4]). ¦

The inequality (15) shows that, if e e (0, e0) and p^O, then H-X±
i(Ne + p) are isomorphisms of 'S1 onto X. Hence we can define, for these values
of e and p:

Ge Ge(X, p) (H-X + i(Ne + p))'1. (23)

It is clear that Ge and G* belong to Sk(X, 'S1); their boundedness between X and
'S1 follows from the closed graph theorem or from the identity

HGe=I + (X-iNe-ip)GE. (24)

The Mourre method consists in proving the boundedness for small e of a

family {Fe}0<e<ea of operators of the form

Fe=Fe(X,p) LeGeL*e, (25)

where {Le}0<e<£o is a suitable auxiliary family of operators in %(%€), XeJ0 and

p 3= 0. The next lemma contains some estimates on the operators introduced
above.

Lemma 3. There is a finite constant c such that for all e e (0, e0):

l|Gello.i + HC?:ilo.i*c/É, (26)

II^GJIo,,+ ||OxGe*||o,1^c, (27)

ll*GeLÎ||0>x + \\®G*eL*e Ho,! *£ CE'1'2 \\Fe\\V2, (28)

l|GeLE*||0il+ IIG^IIo.^ce"1'2 ||Fe||1/2 + e \\LS||. (29)

Proof. We show how to estimate the first term in these inequalities. The
proof for the second term is similar in each case.

(15) implies that ||G6|| «Ue-1, whereas (24) and (14) show that ||//G£||«
1 + (|A| + ||U| + ce)8(e + p)'1. These inequalities imply (26).

The second resolvent equation implies that

9±Ge <b±G({I~iNeGe].

Since \\^±G0(X, p)\\ <oo and \\H<PXG0(X, j*)|| <w if Äe/0 and since \\NeGe\\ =£4c

as seen above, (27) follows.
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Next we use (13) and the first resolvent equation to write (recall that p ^0):

LEG£*<D2GELE* « - L£G*E(N£ + p)G£L*E
E

(l/2ie)LE(GE* - G£)L*E (l/2ie)(F*E - FE).

Hence ||<I>GELE||2= ||LEG*$2GELE|| « e"1 ||FE||. Since cp has compact support,
we have ||//«DGeL*|| =sc0 ||OGEL*||, which implies (28).

Finally (29) follows from (28) and (27) by observing that GEL* <S>GtL* +
^GeL*. m

We now derive Mourre's differential inequality in the present context.

Lemma 4. Assume that the family {LE}0<E<Eue Sìì(3t) is weakly C1 as a

function of £ when considered as a SUCS1, X)-valued function and such that
LeA € ShCS1, W). Then there is a finite constant c such that for all e e (0, e0)> all
X e J0 and all p^O:

£fE|«ce-'3||F£|| + c(e-1/2||FE||1/2+||LE||)(!|L,|| + |l^^ll1,o +

with ß 1 - ô < 1.

dE

Proof. We denote derivatives with respect to e by a prime. All derivatives
below are in the weak sense, and the use of the rule for differentiating a product
is justified since a weakly C1 function is norm continuous. Now

F'e - L'eGeL* + LEGeL'Y - iLeGcN'eG£L*

L'eGeL*E + LEGeL'Y - (2i£la)LEGe<S>B'E<S>GELt

- (2//a)L£GE<Dß£<I>GEL£*. (30)

The norm of the first term on the r.h.s. (and similarly that of the second one) is
bounded by ||L;||1,0||G£L£*||0,1^||L;||1>0[ce-1/2||FE||1/2 + c||LE||] by (29), whereas
that of the third term is bounded by

2e/a||L£GEO||_1,„||ß;||1,_1||OGEL:||0,1«-e-||FE||Ce-1 + 0 c1e-'i||FE||,
a e

by (28) and (6).
To estimate the last term in (30) we use the identity

L£G£<DßE<DGELE* L£GeBEGEL*E - LEGE<S>^BE<S>GEL*E

- LEGS<S>BE<S>^GEL* - LEGE^BE^GEL*E. (31)

The norm of the second term on the r.h.s. (and similarly that of the third term) is

bounded by

\\Le\\\\GE^\Yi.o\\BE\Y-Y\^GeL*e\\0,1^c2\\LE\\E'1'2\\Fe\\1'2,
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where we have used (27), (28) and the fact that ||SE||,_1 «c3 by Lemma 1(a).
Similarly the norm of the last term in (31) is seen to be bounded by c4 ||L£||2.

It remains to estimate the first term on the r.h.s. of (31). By using the

identity

BE (BE -B) + i[H - X + i(NE + p), A] + [NE, A]

and Lemma 2(c), this term may be rewritten as

LEGEBEGEL* LEG£(B£ - B)GELE + iLEAGEL* - iL£G£ALE

+ (2e/a)LEGE[<I>, j4]ßE<DG£L£* + (2e/a)LEGE<&fi£[<I>, A]G£L*£

+ (2e/a)LeGe<&[Be,A\<&GeL*. (32)

The norm of the second plus third term is majorized by

2||LE/l||1,(l[||GELE*||0,1 + ||G:L:||0,1]«c5||LE^||1,0(e-"2||F£||1/2+||L£||),

while that of the first term may be estimated as follows by using (9) and (29):

||GELE*||0>1 ||G£*Le*||o,i IIB. - fill,,., ^(e-1 ||F£|| + ||LE||2)eó

^c6(e^||FE|| + ||L£||2).

The norm of the fourth (and similarly of the fifth) term is bounded by

2e/a ||LE|| ||G£|| ||[«D, A]\\.m,0 ||fiE||,,_,/2 ||<&GEL£*||0,i

«c7||L£||e-1/2||FE|r2

(use (26), Lemmas 2(b) and 1(a) as well as (28)). Finally the norm of the last
term in (32) can be estimated by the following expression by using (28) and (7):

2£/a ||*G«l:||0i] ||<Ï>G£*L£*||0,, ||[B.M]||i,-,
«c^e-'ll^lDA'^-c.e^HF.II. ¦

Proposition 5. Assume that the hypotheses of Proposition 4 and of Lemma 4

are satisfied. Assume furthermore that there are constants e e (0, oc) and v < \ such
that for all e e (0, e0):

||L£|| + ||Le/l||i,o+||L£||,>o«ce-v. (33)

Then one has

sup {||L£G£(A, p)L*E\\ | 0< e< c0, XeJ0, p^0}<*. (34)

Proof. We set y max (ß, v + 3). From Lemma 4 and the inequality
x1'2 ^ 1 + x (x 3= 0) we obtain that

l|f;il«Cie^||FE||+C,e-1/2-1'||F£||1/2 + Cie-2^2c,e-^(||FE|| + l). (35)

This implies the boundedness of ||F£|| by repeated integration. (By introducing
the inequality ||FE|| ^c£'b into (35), one finds that ||Fe|| =Sc'(l + e"fc+1_y); now
the first of these inequalities holds for b 2v + 1, because ||FE|| « ||LE||2 ||G£|| =s

C£-2v-i. sjnce 1 _ y > o; one obtains (34) after a finite number of steps). ¦
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5. Local smoothness

We continue to use the notations of Section 4 and denote by op(H) the set of
all eigenvalues of //. By using the results of Section 4, one can now prove the
local //-smoothness of various operators and the existence of the boundary values
of (H — z)'1 in $(XL, 3€*Y) when z approaches the real axis, where dKL is a

suitable auxiliary Hilbert space. We refer to [4] for a discussion of boundary
values and present here some results on local smoothness.

Definition. Let v 6 [0, \). An operator L e âS($"2, X) is said to belong to
the class ££v if there is a family {LE}0<£SE|) of operators in S8($f) such that

(ar) LE converges to L weakly in SI&CSm, W) as e^O,
(ß) The mapping e>-»LF is weakly C' on (0, e„) when considered with values

in »(»', 9t),
(y) LeA e SUCS1, X) for each e e (0, e()],

(ô) there is a constant c such that the inequality (33) is satisfied for all
e e (0, eol-

Proposition 6. Assume that all hypotheses of Proposition 4 are satisfied. Let
v e [0, j) and let L be an operator belonging to the class Z£v. Then for each closed
subinterval /, of J such that /, D op(H) 0, one has

sup \\L(H-X + ip)'1L*\\<^. (36)
A.eJ,,/i>0

In particular L is H-smooth on /,.

Proof. Since /, is compact, it suffices to show that each A0e/, has a

neighbourhood J0 in which (36) holds (with A e /0)- Thus we may assume that we
are in the situation of Proposition 5, in particular that (34) is true.

(i) We first observe that (33) implies that

||L-L£||,,0^c(l-v)-V-v. (37)

Next assume that XeJ0, p>0. Then, by the second resolvent equation

\\(H - X + ip)'1 - GE(X, p)\\i)A =£ \\(H - A + i»"1!!«., IIÌV.II ||G£(A, p)\\

^c(p)£,
where the last inequality follows from (14), the fact that ||GE(A, p)\\ ^ l^l-1 (cf.
(15)) and \\(H - A + ip)'1]^ =s Cl(l + \p\~l) for all A e/0 (use (24)). Similarly one
finds that \\(H - A + ip)'1* — G£(X, ju)*||0,i c(p)£- Hence G£(A, p) converges to
(H-X + ip)-1 in the norm of S8(^f,V) and in that of 38(«-1, X). By
interpolation one then obtains that, for A e/0 and p > 0:

lim||GE(A,M)-(//-A + *»-1||_,/2,,/2 0. (38)
E->0

(ii) Now write

L£G£L*E LG£L* + (LE - L)G£L* + L£G£(L*E - L*). (39)
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Since LzSk(<S1,2,X), hence L* 6 SH(X, 'S'1'2), the first term on the r.h.s.
converges in the norm of SB(X) to L(H - X + ip)~iL*, by virtue of (38). The
second term converges weakly to zero in Sk(X) because Le — L—*0 weakly in
SßCS1'2, X) by assumption (a). The last term in (39) converges to zero in the
norm of Sk(X); this follows from (37), (29), the boundedness of ||F£||, (33) and
the assumption that v < \ :

||L.Ce(L:-L*)||=s||Le-L||1.„||C:L:i|„lI<cIe,-v(e-1/2||F,||ia+||LP||)
^C2£m'\

Thus LEGEL*E^ L(H - X + ipY'L* weakly in ®(X). This implies that
||L(//-A + j»-1L*||«liminf||L£G£L£*|| (see [9], p. 151), so that (36) follows
from (34). ¦

It remains to indicate more explicitly a class of operators L belonging to S8V.

This is the purpose of Proposition 7, which will be preceded by some preliminary
considerations.

Lemma 5. Let X be a positive self-adjoint operator in X such that
{exp (—tX)}t3,0 leaves 'S1 invariant. Assume that there are finite constants M and
m>0 such that ||exp (-tX)\\hl «Mexp (-mt) for all t^O. Then X'^e^CS5)
for each co>0 and each 5 e [-1, 1], and one has

lim (/ + eX)-w I strongly in SkCSs), (40)
E->0

\\(I + eX)-a\\s,s^M Ve>0, (41)

eX

I + eX.
; c(co) Ve > 0. (42)

Proof, (i) Since exp (-tX) is a bounded self-adjoint operator in X, one also
has 11exp (-tX)\\.li^l =e M exp (-mt), hence by interpolation

\\exp(-tX)\\s,s^Me-m' Vje[-1,+1]. (43)

As explained in Section 2 for the group {W(a)}aeR, one finds that
{exp (-tX)}IS,0 is a strongly continuous semi-group in SkCSs). Also observe that
(43), for s 0, implies that A'3m>0asan operator in X.

We shall use the following integral representations for powers of a strictly
positive self-adjoint operator 5 in X:

(to>0), (44)=T^ x^e-^dx
r(co) j0

(<

sin np C „ / „ v 1 „S(S + x)~1xp- 'dxSp -\ S(S + xyh"-1 dx (0<p<l). (45)
n J0

(44) holds on X and (45) on the domain of Sp. These relations are easily proved
by working in a spectral representation of S and observing that, by simple
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changes of variables, (44) and (45) are true when S is replaced by a positive
number.

(ii) We first use (44) with S a + bX, where a 3= 0 and b > 0. The integral
on the r.h.s. will then exist in SM(W) for any se[-l, +1], by virtue of (43).
Hence (a + bX)'a e Sk(W) for each 5 e [-1, +1] and each co > 0, and

(a + bXy
M

T(co)
JrOC x^-'e'^

0

+bm)x j _

In particular we have (41). Similarly one has

1

\\(i + £xy
r(œ)

I xw-le'x[e
Jo

dx M(a + bm)~

I]dx

(46)

This converges to zero as e—»0 by the Lebesgue dominated convergence
theorem, which gives (40).

(iii) Next, by using (45) with 5 eX(I + eX)'1, e > 0, one finds that

eX

I + eX.

'

_
sin np f°° dx

n i xx-p(l + x) I- ß(x)
ß(x) + eX

where ß(x) x(l +x)~\ This implies (42) for 0<w<l (with c(co) l + M)
after observing that, by virtue of (46):

\\ß(x)(ß(x) + eX)-1\Ys « Mß(x)(ß(x) + Em)'1 « M.

To see that (42) holds for general co > 0, it suffices to write co n + ô with n
integer and 0 ^ ô < 1 and to observe that, by virtue of (41):

\\(eX)"(I + eX)-"\\s,s \\[I-(I + £X)-l)"\U,s<cc. m

Proposition 7. Let X be a positive self-adjoint operator in X satisfying the
conditions of Lemma 5 and such that X~lA e 08(®\ 'S1'2). Let p e [0, |) and let R
be an operator in 3&CSP, X). Then, if a>{", the operator L RX~a belongs to
ißv, where v max (p, 1 - a). In particular, if H satisfies the hypotheses of
Proposition 4, then RX~a is H-smooth on each compact subset of J\op(H).

Proof. By virtue of Proposition 6, it suffices to show that L e iBv. Since
X~a€ Sk(W) by Lemma 5, we clearly have L e 38(<ëp, X) cz SUCS112, X).

We set G (/ + |//|) and observe that, for e > 0:

||G"(/ + eG)-"||„. - \\Ga+s'-s(I + £G)-h\\ « E*"'-" if 0^a+s' -s^b
(47)

and

|G"(/ + eG)-fc||„.«l if a + s'-s^0 and i>3=0. (48)
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We also set x max (1 - a, 0) and define, for e > 0:

R£=R(I+eG)-v, (49)

T£=X-a(I + EX)-\ (50)

Le R£T£. (51)

Clearly all these operators belong to Sft(X), and we must show that the conditions
(a)-(ô) in the definition of i?v are satisfied.

(i) From Lemma 5 one obtains that T£-* X~a strongly in SkCS112) as e-»0.
Since p <è and (/ + eG)_v—>• / strongly in SkCS1'2), one sees that Le-*L strongly
in mCS1'2, X), which proves (a).

The validity of (y) is easily established by writing L£A R£(T£X)(X~1A) and
observing that the first two factors on the r.h.s. are in %(X) and that
X~lA e ShCS1, 'S1'2) cz ®(<S\ X).

To prove (/?), it suffices to observe that the function et-»L£ is strongly C1 in
SB(X) on (0, £„); in fact one has

-TLe R'ETE + R£T'E=-vRG(l + £G)-v-1T£
dE

- x£-TR(I + eG)-v(eX)t(I + eX)-t-x. (52)

(ii) It remains to prove that L£ satisfies (33). We estimate separately each

term on the l.h.s. of (33). First we have

\\L£\\ ^ \\R\\v.o ||(/ + £G)-lo,v ||(/ + £0X)aX-°\\ «C£-v

by (47). Next we write

ll^^ll1.o^l|fi||i/2.oll(/ + £G)-v||,/2,,/2||e-r(eZ)T(/ + ^)"T|li/2.i/2

By using (47) and (42) and by observing that T-(l-ar)^0, one sees that
l|L£^4||i,o^c£_T:Sce"r, since t=s v and e< 1.

Finally (52) implies that

l^ll..o«l|fi||v.ol|G(/ + eG)-v-1||1,v||F£elll.l
+ re"' ||/?||v,o ||(/ + eG)-v||,,v \\(eX)\I + eX)-x\\hl \\(I + eX)-%a.

The first term is bounded by cxe~v (use (47) and Lemma 5) and the second one
by c2£_r«c2e™v (use (48) and Lemma 5). ¦
6. N-body Schrödinger operators

In this last section we indicate how the preceding abstract results can be

applied to N-body Schrödinger operators. We restrict ourselves to the usual case
of N-body Schrödinger operators in the center-of-mass frame with local pair
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potentials. A proof of the Mourre estimate (5) for such Hamiltonians can be
found in [10] (see also [2] for a somewhat smaller class of potentials). It is

possible to extend all these results to /V-body Schrödinger operators with
non-local potentials and with many-body interactions; for these extensions and
further details on the special case treated below we refer to [4].

If X L2(W), we let Q (£>,, Qn) and P (PU... ,Pn) be the
self-adjoint «-component position and momentum operator respectively (Q, is

multiplication by x,, Pj is differentiation: Pj -id/dXj), and we set

1/2 / n \ 1/2

(Q) (i + ÎQî) (P) (i + ÌPf)
For re[0, 2], we let ST Xr(W) be the domain of (P)r, with norm
ll(fi)7llz.2. and we denote by X~r the adjoint Hilbert space of Xr. The norm of
an operator Fin ®(L2(W)) will be denoted simply by ||F||.

We denote by D the differential operator

D -i/2 2 0, 31 dx, + 3/dXfX,). (53)
l=i

To each x e CÔ(U") we associate a function % e CÔ(IR") by

n

X(x) 2 XkXAx), where x.k(x) 3/dxkx(x).
* i

We observe that, for e > 0:

£x(£Ô) A1x(£Ô), (54)

[x(eQ),D} ìX(£Q). (55)

Lemma 6. Let cp e Co^lR"), ip e CÔ(IR"\{0}) and k e [0, 1]. Then there is a

finite constant c such that for all e e (0, 1) and j 1,. n:
(a) \\cp(£Q)QjPj(Q)-K\VmM-i.Jf-^c£-l + K,

(b) cp(eQ) is a strongly continuous Sk(X2)-valued function of e and converges
strongly in Sk(X2) to cp(0)I as e-^0.

(c) Hi/KeÔXeri^-^ce*
Proof. The proof can be based on the following observation: if F is a

symmetric operator and 5 > 0, then

l|7'||ä8(^)=||F|U(^) ||(PrF(F)-s||. (56)

For s 2, we get

H7ïk*-^mi + ll[fi2, F](F)-2||, (57)
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whereas for 5 1 :

imka^llTW-'H+i \\PkT(P)-l\\
k l

^(n + l)\\T\\+2\\[Pk,T]\\. (58)
*=i

The norms on the r.h.s. of (57) and (58) can be explicitly evaluated when F is a

function of Q. We shall use the relation

9/3xk(x)-K d/dxk(l + x2)-K'2 -Kxk(l + x2yl(x)-K. (59)

We have for example from (58) and (59):

\\q>(£Q)Qi(Q)-K\W^)^(n + l)\\cp(£x)Xj(x)-K\\L^)
n

+ 2 \\(PA£x)£Xj(x)-'c\\L^Un)+\\cp(£x)(x)-K\\mRt.)
k l

+ Ì> \\<p(£x)XjXk(l +x2)-1(x)-*\\L^). (60)
Ar=l

The last three terms are bounded by a constant c independent of e, whereas for
the first term on the r.h.s. we have

\\cp(£x)Xj(x)-K\\L^Rt,) £-1 sup |y;| |cK30l[e-2(e2 + y2)rK'2
yeR"

^e-1+*sup|y,||yrK|<p()')l c£-,+*,
yeR"

where c is finite since k « 1. Hence, for s 1:

ll<Keß)ßy<ß>~la(*-')äS<*~I+* (61)

In a similar way one finds from (57) that (61) also holds for s -2.
Now, by commuting Pt and {Q)~K and by using (59), one sees that

\\cp(eQ)QjPj(Q)-K\\m(^,^)
« \W{eQ)Qj{Q)-K\W^) + k \\cp(£Q)Qi{Q)-K ¦ Q;{Q)-2\\®<^y (62)

Since Q,{Q)~2 is bounded as an operator in X'1, it follows from (61) that each

term on the r.h.s. of (62) is 0(e~1+K), which proves (a).
The proof of (c) is analogous; it suffices to derive the analogue of the

inequality (60) and to observe that the last supremum in the inequality below is

finite since ty(y) 0 near y 0:

||tHe*)<*>-l^(Rn)= sup \ip(y)\ [e-V + y2)]-"2
yeW

^eKmp\xp(y)\\y\-K.
yeU"

Finally (b) is easily obtained by the same type of arguments. ¦
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Lemma 7. Let u:IR"—»IR be a measurable function such that the operator
U u(Q) maps X2(R") into L2(IR") and such that, for some k>0, the operators
(Q)KU and (Q)K[U, D] belong to Sk(X2(W), r'(R")). Set ô min (1, k) and
let 0 e CÔ(W) be real and such that 6(x) 1 for \x\ « 1. Define U(e) by

U(e) 6(£Q)U=U0(eQ). (63)

Then:
(i) U(e) is a strongly continuous Sß(X2(U"), L2(W))-valued function of e

on [0, 1], with U(0) U,
(ii) the commutator [U(e), D] is strongly C1 in Sß(X2(W), ^"'(R")) for

e e (0, 1), and

\\d/d£[U(£), DlHa^.sr-.)«ce~1 + ô, (64)

(iii) one has

\\[[U(e), D], D]|U(^-2)^c£-1+ô, (65)

where c is some finite constant.

Proof, (i) follows immediately from Lemma 6(b). For (ii) and (iii) we
remark that

[(/(e), D] 6(eQ)[U, D] + ì6(eQ)U, (66)

d/d£[U(E), D] £^10(£Ô)[(/, D] + i£-ld(£Q)U, (67)

[[//(e), D], D] 2ì8(eQ)[U, D] - 6(eQ)U - 6(eQ)D[U, D]
+ 6(eQ)[U, D)D. (68)

(ii) is obtained from (67) by noticing that 6, 6 e CÔ(IR"\{0}) and that, if
{Q)6Te*3l(X2, 2r')and y e CZ(W\{0}), then by Lemma 6(c):

ll^(eß)7,||38(^^-.)«||^(£ß)(ß)-0|U(S,-.)|Kß)0F||ää(^,^,)«c£0
The same reasoning shows that the first two terms on the r.h.s. of (68) are

0(ea) in ®(X2, X'1) cz Sk(X2, X~2), so that it only remains to prove that the last
two terms in (68) are 0(e^1+d) in Sk(X2, X~2).

For the third term on the r.h.s. of (68) we have

\\6(eQ)D[U, D]\\mX2/x-2)

« É l|0(eß)ßyfi,<ß>-0|U(^,^> \\(Q)6[U, Z>]|U(^->)

+ n/2||0(eß)[£/,D]||a(jra,Jr-2).

The first term on the r.h.s. is 0(e~1+ä) by Lemma 6(a), the second one is 0(1)
since 6(eQ) is a continuous function of £ in Sk(X~2) as a consequence of Lemma
6(b). Finally the last term in (68) may be estimated in the same way by choosing a

function 0„ in CÔ(IR") such that 0„0 0 and writing

\\6(eQ)[U, D]D\\m{^x 2,= \\0(eQ)[U, D]D8()(£Q)\\mJ,*,* »,

*£ \\6I)(eQ)D[U, D\\\.m„2^ z, ||0(eß)IU^>. m
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We now apply these results to /V-body Schrödinger operators in the center-of-
mass frame. We refer to [2] or [11] for the relevant definitions. The Hilbert space
is X L2(IRn(A'"1)), the free Hamiltonian is denoted by H0 and the pair potentials
Vkl (1 =£ A: < / =£ iV) are measurable real-valued functions defined on IR". We
denote by ß(,) the «-component position operator of the /-th particle.

Proposition 8. Let H be an N-body Schrödinger operator in the center-of-
mass Hilbert space X L2(Un(N-1)):

H H0+ 2 "ki,
k<IsiN

where Vk, vk,(Q(k) — ß(/)). Assume that each vM:U.n-*R has the following
properties:

(i) VktiQ) is a compact operator in ®(X2(W), L2(W)),
(ii) [VktiQ), D]isa compact operator in ®(X2(Un), X~2(Un)),
(iii) vki can be decomposed into vkt ukt + wkl in such a way that ukh wki are

real, satisfy uk,(Q), wk,(Q) e ®(X2(U"), L2(W)) and
(a) (Q)*ukl(Q)and (Q)K[uk,(Q), D] belong to ®(X2(¥Ln), X~\Un)) for

some k>0,
(ß) [wkl(Q), D] e ®(X2(W), X-\Rn)) and

[[wkl(Q), D], D) e ®(X2(M"), X~2(W)).

Then:

(a) H has no singularly continuous spectrum, the set x(H) of thresholds of H
is closed and countable, the eigenvalues of H not belonging to x(H) are of finite
multiplicity and their accumulation points are contained in x(H).

(b) Let a>\ and s<\. Let R be an operator in ®(XS(W), L2(U")) and
denote by Q2 the operator of multiplication by T,"it~1) xj in L2(W(N'1)). Then the

operator R(I + Q2)~a'2 is H-smooth on each compact subset of U\{x(H) U

op(H)}.

Proof. The properties of x(H) and the Mourre estimate for compact
subintervals / of U\x(H) are proved in [10]. The other assertions of the
proposition follow from Propositions 4 and 7 combined with Lemma 7 by setting

* (1 + Q2)"2, Uk/(£)= d(£(Qik) - Q(l))Uk,(Qlk) - Q(n) (with 0:R"^R as in
Lemma 7), Wu wkl(Q(k) - QU)) and

//(£) //„+ 2 (Wkl+Ukl(£)) (69)

and by choosing for A the operator

j "(N-1)
A -- 2 (x,d/3x,+ d/3x,x,). (70)

^ /=i

It suffices to observe that the norm in W is equivalent to that in X2p(W"-N~~X)),

that i[Ht),A] 2H„ and that [f(Qm - QU)), A] [f(Qik) - ß(0), D] <S> I in the
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tensor product decomposition L2(IR"('V"I,) L2(W) ® L2(Un(N~2)), where the
variable in the first factor is xik) —xa> and where D denotes the operator (53) with
respect to this variable, whereas the variables in the second factor are relative
coordinates between the center of mass of the pair (k, I) and the remaining N — 2

particles. ¦
The potentials wkt in Proposition 8 cover the class considered in [2], and for

uki one may for example take a sum of functions k:IR" —* U satisfying one of the

following conditions, for some jc>0:

(a) ueLlc(Un), (Q)Ku(Q) e ®(H2(R"), L2(Un)) and

{QY Ê ß*Mß) e ®(X2(U"), X-\U")),
k \

where the derivatives of u are in the sense of distributions.
(ß) (Q)1+Ku(Q) € ®(X2(W), L2(W)).

The condition (cx) is satisfied in particular if u is C1 and for / 1,... n:

\u(x)\^c(x)-K and \d/dx,u(x)\ ^c(x)'K'\
For n =£ 3, (ß) is equivalent to the requirement that

sup (x)1
xenn
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